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Computation of multiple sequence alignments is one of the major open problems
in computational molecular biology. The purpose of this study was to provide a new
method for calculation of multiple amino acid sequence alignments. The new method is a
progressive method. Multiple alignments are built by the successive application of
pairwise alignment algorithms. The new method assumes that the sequences are related
with each other and that there exists some unknown evolutionary tree that corresponds to
the multiple sequence alignment.
In this new method, the distance between two groups is defined as the distance
between the two corresponding consensus sequences. Group to group alignment is also
calculated using the alignment of the consensus sequences. One advantage of this new
method is that it is simple and efficient, and in many cases generates reasonable results.
Another advantage of this method is that the scoring can be done with reference to this
evolutionary tree, even though the tree structure itself may remain unknown.
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Multiple sequence alignments, which are important tools in studying proteins, are
processes that consist of taking a group of sequences and identifying structurally or
functionally homologous amino acids. The infonnation they provide is very useful in
designing experiments to test and modify the function of specific proteins, in predicting
the function and structure of proteins, and in identifying new members of protein families
[Karlin and Altschul 90] [Barton and Rassell 93]. This chapter introduces some basic
biological concepts that are related to this study.
1.1 DNA and Protein Sequences
All infonnation of life is encoded in the different types of biological sequences:
DNA sequences and protein sequences [Voet and Voet 95].
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is a class of nucleic acids, which is the hereditary
molecule in all-cellular life fonns. DNA directs its own replication during cell division
and directs the transcription of complementary molecules of RNA (ribonucleic acid),
which then direct the synthesis of protein sequences [Stryer 95]. DNA is actually a linear
string of four different kinds of nucleotides: Adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and
thymine (T) [Lehninger et al. 93].
Proteins are the fundamental building blocks of life. They are either the molecular
machines responsible for virtually all of the chemical transformations that cells are
capable of, or much of the structure of a cell. A human contains more than 100,000
different proteins [Marks et al. 96]. Protein is also a linear string of 20 kinds of amino
acids. These 20 kinds of amino acids are the basic structure units of proteins, and they are
often designated by either a three-letter abbreviation or a one-letter symbol.
Table I below illustrates the abbreviation of the 20 kinds ofarnino acids [Yoet and
Voet 95]. In this thesis, the discussion is focused on protein sequences.
Table I. Three-Letter Abbreviations and Single-Letter Symbols of Amino Acids





























































1.2 Sequence Alignment and Homology
A sequence alignment is a one-to-one matching of two or more sequences so that
each character in one sequence is associated with a single character of the other sequence
or with a null character '-' (gap), showing where these sequences are similar and where
they differ.
Aligning two or more sequences for companson IS an essential step in
determining if they are homologous. Homologous sequences are sequences descended by
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evolution from the same sequence of a common ancestor. The sequences of the
homologous proteins are identical at the time they originated. But proteins are continually
undergoing the stochastic process ofmutation [King and Wilson 75}.
The simplest and most frequent mutation is the substitution of one or more amino
acids by other amino acids. Insertion and deletion of one or more amino acids are also
common. Consequently, closely related proteins generally differ only by replacements of
one amino acid by another at a few positions in the sequence. Less frequently are
differences in the total number of the amino acids, which are due to the deletion or
insertion of residues within the sequences [Doolittle 81]. The more closely related they
are evolutionarily, the more similar their proteins sequences are found to be. As less
closely related species are compared, the differences among their proteins sequences
increase [Alberts et a1. 94].
1.3 Amino Acid Similarity Scoring Systems
Sequence alignment algorithms are limited by the underlying model of sequence
similarity, which is typically based on a set of scoring rules [George et a1. 90].
If we put the similarity scores that we give to 210 possible amino-acid pairs (190
pairs of different amino acids plus 20 pairs of identical amino acids) into a matrix, this is
frequently called a scoring matrix [Barton 96]. In a similarity scoring matrix, higher
values are assigned to more similar pairs and lower values to dissimilar pairs.
The simplest similarity matrix, which is a unitary matrix, assigns values of +1 for
identities and 0 for non-identities. Over years, many different matrices have been
proposed ([McLachlan 71] [Dayhoff et a1. 78] [Feng et a1. 85] [Risler et a1. 88] [George
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et aI. 90] [Gonnet et a1. 92] [Henikoff and Keniko.ff 92] [Altschul 93]). Among such
scoring systems, the widely used scoring matrices have been the Dayhoff mutation data
matrix [Dayhoffet a1. 78] and Blosum matrix [Henikoffand Henikoff92].
1.3.1 Dayhoff Mutation Data Matrix
Possibly the most widely used scheme for scoring ammo acid paIrs is that
developed by Dayhoff and co-workers [Dayhoff et a1. 78] [Schwartz and Dayhoff 78] and
its recent variations [Gonnet et a1. 92]. From a study of observed residue replacements in
71 sets of closely related proteins, Dayhoff and co-workers constructed the PAM model
of molecular evolution. PAM stands for Percent Accepted Mutations and were inferred
from the types of changes observed in these closely related proteins [Dayhoff et a1. 78].
They combined the information about the individual kinds of mutations and about
the relative mutability of the amino acids into one distance-dependent "mutation
probability matrix", M. Each element Mij of M gives the probability of the amino acid in
column} mutating to the amino acid in row i after a given evolutionary interval.
When used for the comparison of protein sequences, the mutation probability
matrix is usually normalized by dividing each element Mij by the relative frequency of
exposure to mutation of the amino acid i. This operation results in the symmetrical
"relatedness odds matrix" with each element giving the probability of amino acid
replacement per occurrence of i per occurrence of}. The resulting matrix is the "log-odds
matrix", which is frequently referred to as "Dayhoffs matrix" [Altschul 91].
Table II shows PAM-250 matrix of Dayhoff, which is known to be most useful to
reproduce accurate protein sequence alignments [George et a1. 90].
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Table II. Log Odds Matrix for 250 PAMs [Dayhoff et al. 78]
C 12 "'"S 0 2
T -2 1 3
P -3 1 0 6
A -2 1 1 1 2
G -3 1 0 -1 1 5
N -4 1 0 -1 0 0 'h0 -5 0 0 -1 0 1 2 4E -5 0 0 -1 0 0 134a -5 -1 -1 0 0 -1 1 224
H -3 -1 -1 0 -1 -2 2. 1 1 3 6
~'"
R -4 0 -1 0 -2 -3 0 -1 -1 1 2
K -5 0 0 -1 -1 -2 1 0 0 1 0
M -5 -2 -1 -2 -1 -3 -2 -3 -2 -1 -2 0 0 6hI -2 -1 0 -2 -1 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 5L -6 -3 -2 -3 -2 -4 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -3 -3 426
V -2 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 4 2 4
F -4 -3 -3 -5 -4 -5 -4 -6 -5 -5 -2 -4 -5 0 1 2 -1
9~Y 0 -3 -3 -5 -3 -5 -2 -4 -4 -4 0 -4 -4 -2 -1 -1 -2 7 10
W -8 -2 -5 -6 -6 -7 -4 -7 -7 -5 -3 2 -3 -4 -5 -2 -6 ' o 0 17
C S T P A G N 0 E Q H R K M I L V F Y WI
Elements are shown multiplied by 10. The neutral score is zero. A score of -10 means that the
pair would be expected to occur only one-tenth as frequently in related sequences as random
chance would predict, and a score of +2 means that the pair would be expected to occur 1.6
times as frequently. The order of the amino acids has been arranged to illustrate the patterns in
the mutation data.
1.3.2 BLOSUM Matrix
An alternative approach to estimating target frequencies and the corresponding
log-odds matrices has been advanced by Henikoff and Henikoff [Henikoff and Henikoff
92]. They examine multiple alignments of distantly related protein regions directly, rather
than extrapolate from closely related sequences, hence the tenn BLOSUM is from
BLOcks SUbstitution Matrix. A number of tests suggest that the "BLOSUM" matrices
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produced by this method generally are superior to the PAM matrices for detecting
biological relationships [Pearson 95] [Henikoff and Henikoff93].
Different levels of the BLOSUM matrix can be created by differentially
weighting the degree of similarity between sequences. For example, a BLOSUM 62
matrix is calculated from protein blocks such that if two sequences are more than 62%
identical, the contribution of these sequences is weighted to sum to one. In this way the
contributions of multiple entries of closely related sequences is reduced [Pearson 95].
The BLOSUM 62 matrix is given in Table m.
Table m. Blosum 62 Substitution Matrix [Henikoff and Henikoff 92]
A C 0 E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y
A 4
C 0 9
0 -2 -3 6
E -1 -4 2 5
F -2 -2 -3 -3 6
G 0 -3 -1 -2 -3 6
H -2 -3 -1 0 -1 -2 8
I -1 -1 -3 -3 0 -4 -3 4
K -1 -3 -1 1 -3 -2 -1 -3 5
L -1 -1 -4 -3 0 -4 -3 2 -2 4
M -1 -1 -3 -2 0 -3 -2 1 -1 2 5 I
N -2 -3 1 0 -3 0 1 -3 0 -3 -2 6
P -1 -3 -1' -1 -4 -2 -2 -3 -1 -3 -2 -2 7
Q -1 -3 0 2 -3 -2 0 -3 1 -2 0 0 -1 5
0 ·3 -2 -1 0 1
i
R -1 -3 -2 -3 -2 0 2 -2 5
S 1 -1 0 0 -2 0 -1 -2 0 -2 -1 1 -1 0 -1 4
T 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 1 5
V 0 -1 -3 -2 -1 -3 -3 3 -2 1 1 -3 -2 -2 -3 -2 0 4
W -3 -2 -4 -3 1 -2 -2 -3 -3 -2 -1 -4 -4 -2 -3 -3 -2 -3 11
Y -2 -2 -3 -2 3 -3 2 -1 -2 -1 -1 -2 -3 -1 -2 -2 -2 -1 2 7
BLOSUM 62 matrix is calculated from comparisons of sequences with no less than 62%
divergence. Identities are assigned the most positive scores. Frequently observed substitutions
also receive positive scores and seldom observed substitutions are given negative scores.
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CHAPTER II
PAIRWISE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT WITH DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
2.1 Introduction to Pairwise Sequence Alignment
2.1.1 Definition ofPairwise Alignment
A pairwise alignment of two sequences S\ and S2 is produced when spaces (or
gaps), '-', are inserted either into or at the ends of SI and S2 to fonn the new sequences,
S; and S~, both of which must be of the same length. The two resulting sequences are
then placed one above the other [Barton 96].
respectively. Then the alignment is
a;a; ...a~ (S;)
b;b; ..h~ (S;)
Ignoring gap characters, S; and S; are exactly sequences 8\ and S2, respectively. Amino
acid pairs ofthe alignments, (ai, bi), can end in one of three ways.
1) (a, -) corresponds to the insertion of a into the first sequence, or the deletion
of a from the second sequence.
2) (a, b) corresponds to an identity or match if a = b, or a substitution or
mismatch ifa c:f. b.
3) (-, b) corresponds to an insertion/deletion ofb.
7
No alignment terms (-, -) are allowed, as there is no point in matching two
deletions. Therefore, max(n, m) ~ k ~ n + m [Gusfield 97].
2.1.2 Value of an Alignment
There are two ways to quantify similarity of the alignment of two sequences, the
similarity measures and the distance. In most cases, distance and similarity measures are
interchangeable in the sense that a small distance means high similarity, and vice versa.
Similarity measures are used in this chapter.
For a given alignment A of 81 and S2, let S; and S; denote the aligned sequences,
and let k denote the (equal) length of the two sequences S; and S; in A. Let sea, b)
denotes the value (or score) obtained by aligning character a against character b using a
scoring matrix (scoring matrices were discussed briefly in Chapter I). The value of the




Given a scoring matrix, the pairwise alignment problem is to find an optimal
alignment maximizing the total alignment value V. The optimal alignment will emphasize
matches (or similarities) while penalizing mismatches or inserted spaces.
2.1.3 Number of Alignments
From the definition for the sequence alignment discussed in Section 2.1.1, we
know that there are many ways to align two sequences.
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Theorem 2.1 [Waterman 95]
Define f (m, n) = number of alignments of one sequence of m characters with
another of n characters, for m, n > 0, then
f(m,n)=f(m-l,n)+ f(m-1,n-l)+ f(m,n-I)
with boundary conditions
f(m,O) = f(n,O) =1
Proof. On the end of the alignment, if am is deleted, then there existf(m-t, n) alignments
of the earlier part of the sequence. If am and bn are aligned,f(m-I, n-l) alignments result.
Ifbn is deleted, thenf(m, n-l) alignments result.
Watennan gave a solution forf(n, n) as follows [Watennan 95].
f(n,n) - (1 + .fi)2n+1 n-1f2 asn -+ ex)
where - is for limiting behavior
According to the above equation, two sequences of length 1000, for example, have
f(1 000,1000) ~ (1 +.fi )20011000-112 = 10764.4...
alignments. Obviously, one cannot examine all alignments to compute the optimal one.
2.2 Computing Optimal Alignment with Dynamic Programming
•
Dynamic programming is typically applied to optimization problems [Connen et
al. 92] [Bellman 57]. Dynamic programming solves problems by combining the solution
to sub-problems, and it solves every sub-problem only once and then saves its answer in a
table, thereby avoiding the work of re-computing the answer every time the sub-problem
is encountered.
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The first use of the dynamic programming approach for sequence alignment was
reported by Needleman and Wunsch in 1970 [Needleman and Wunsch 70] and later in
slightly modified fonns by others [Sellers 74] [Sankoffand KruskaI83].
2.2.1 Optimal Structure and Recursive Solution ofPairwise Alignment
Dynamic programming methods assume the principle of optimality, stating that
each part of a globally optimal solution is itself an optimal solution to its corresponding
partial problem. The optimal structure of the sequence pairwise alignment problem is
defmed in Theorem 2.2 below.
Theorem 2.2 [Gusfield 97]
Given 81 = ala2 ...am and 82 = btb2...bn, then alignment of 8 t and 82 can end in
one of three ways: (am, -), (am, bn), and (-, bn) (Section 2.1.1). Defined V[ i, j] ( 1 ~ i ~ m, 1
~ j ~ n) as the value of the optimal alignment of prefixes ala2 ...aj and b1b2...bj . The
optimal substructure ofan optimal pairwise alignment can be stated as follows.
1) If the optimal alignment ends in (am, bn), then V[m, n] = V[m - 1, n - 1] + s(am, bn).
2) If the optimal alignment ends in (am, -), then V(m, n] = V[m - 1, n] + s(am, -).
3) If the optimal alignment ends in (-, bn), then ~m, n] = V[m, n -1] + s(-, bn).
Proof.
1) If the optimal alignment ends in (am, bn), then the initial part of the alignment
aja2 ...am-t and btb2...bn-t must itself be optimal. Suppose for the purpose of contradiction
there is an optimal alignment of ala2 ...am-l and btb2...bn-t with similarity score V[rn - 1,
n - 1]. Then aligning am and bn to the initial part of the optimal alignment produces a
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similarity score of 81 and 82, V'[m - 1, n - 1] + s(am• bn), which is greater than V[m, n].
This is a contradiction to our assumption that V[m, n] is an optimal similarity score.
2) If the optimal alignment ends in (am. -), then the initial part of the alignment of
3) The case (-, bn) is identical in reasoning with the case (am, -). •
Based on Theorem 2.2, the recursive solution to the optimal alignment problem
can be easily induced.
Theorem 2.3 [Waterman 95]
alignment of prefixes a1a2 .. .aj and b1b2••• bj . Also set
j ;
V[O, 0]=0, V[O,j] = Ls(-,bk ), and V[i,O] = Ls(ak ,-).
k~ k~
Then, for 1 ~ i ~ m and 1 ~j ~ n, the general recurrence is
V[i, j] = max (V[i -1,j -IJ+ s(a;, b), V[i -1, j] + s(a;. -), V[i, j -IJ + s(-, bj )}.
2.2.2 Bottom-up Computation ofPairwise Alignment
Based on the recursive equation given by Theorem 2.3, we could easily code the
recursive relations and base conditions for V[i,jJ as a recursive procedure. This top-down
recursive approach requires exponential time complexity due to the massive number of
redundant recursive calls to the procedure [Cormen et a1. 92].
Typically, the bottom-up computation is organized with a dynamic programming
table of size (m + 1) x (n + 1) . The table holds the values of V[i,jJ for all choices of i and
j, where °~ i ~ m and 0 ~j ~ n. Sequence 81 corresponds to the vertical axis of the table
II
while sequence S2 corresponds to the horizontal axis. The values in row zero and column
zero are filled in directly from the base conditions. After that, the remaining m x h'Sub-
table is filled in one row at a time, in order of increasing i. Within each row, the cells are
filled in order of increasing}. Figure I below shows the bottom-up computation
algorithm to Theorem 2.3.
1 procedure S(a1a2 ...am , bJb2 ...bn , m, n)
2 nO,O] ~ 0
3 fOf}~ 1 to n do
4 V[O,}] ~ V[O,} -1] + s(-, bj )
5 for i~ I to m do
6 V[i, 0] ~ V[i - 1, 0] + s(a,,-)
7 fOf} ~ 1 to n do
8 V[i,}] ~max{Vti -l,} -1]+s(ap bj ),V[i-l,}]+s(ai , -),V[i,} -l]+s(-, bj )}
9 retufn V[m, n]
Figure 1. Basic Dynamic Programming Method for Sequence Alignment [Waterman 95]
Table N below shows the computation of the optimal similarity alignment
between ABCNJRQCLCRPN and AJCJNRCKCRBP. The scoring matrix used is a
unitary scoring matrix. Gaps are given the same penalty as a mismatch.
In this table, when computing the values for a specific cell (i,j), only cells (i - I,)
-1), (i,) - I), and (i - I,}) are examined. Hence, to fill in one cell takes a constant
number of arithmetic operations and comparisons. There are O(mn) cells in the table, so
the dynamic programming algorithm for computing the alignment score between two
sequences oflength m and n can be computed in O(mn) time [Waterman 95].
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Table IV. A Sample Dynamic Programming Table for Two Sequences














A B C N J R Q C L C R P M
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0
A 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
J 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
C 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
J 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
N 0 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3






The operation of successive summations began at the first row of the array and proceeded row-
by-row towards the last row. The operation has been partially completed in row 7. The highlighted
cell in this row is the site of the cell operation, which consists of a search along the enclosed cells
indicated by borders for the largest value, which is 4. The sum of this value and the value of s(C,
C), which is 1, is added to the cell from which the search began.
2.2.3 Traceback
The computation described above calculates an optimal similarity score without
specifying the alignment or alignments that produce the score. The optimally matched
alignments can be back-traced, guided by a direction matrix whose i, jth element is a
pointer indicating the paths through which the maximum value of 1I1i,)1 is chosen [Smith
et al. 81]. Pointers in each cell are set to:
{
upper left cell( ",",") if V [i,j] = V [i -1 ,j - 1] + S (a;, hj )
upper cell ("1''') if V [i,i] = V £i -1,1] + s (aj, -)
left cell ("~") if V [i,i} = V [i,i - I] + s (-, bj )
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The optimal alignment is recovered from the path by interpreting:
{
"I'\." as a match if aj = bj and as a substitution ifQj :I: bj
"1'" as a deletion ofaj from 8 1 (a space, -, inserted into 82)
"+-" as an insertion of bj into 82 (a space, -, inserted into 81)
For the example mentioned in Table IV, we can trace back paths from cell (12,
13) to cell (0, 0) (see Table V) and construct optimal alignments at the same time. One of
the optimal alignments, whose pathway is illustrated in Table V, is as follows.
ABCNJ-RQCLCR-PM
I I I I I I I I
AJC-JNR-CKCRBP-
where 'I' shows the identities in the optimal alignment.
Table V. A Sample Traceback Table for Dynamic Programming
A B C N J R Q C L C R P M
0 +-0 +-0 f-() f-() +-0 f-() f-() +-0 f-() +-0 +-0 +-0 f-()
A 11) ~1 .....1 ....1 .....1 ....1 .....1 ....1 ....1 ....1 .....1 .....1 .....1 .....1
J 11) 11 "'+-t1 "'.....1'1 "'.....1'1 ~ .....2 ....2 t-2 "'2 t-2 ....2 "'2 "'2
C 11) 1'1 "'+-t1 ~I "'2 "'12 "''''12 .......12 "3 "'3 "'.....3 ....3 "'3 "'3
J to 11 "'....t1 12 "'....12 "3 .....3 ....3 ....13 ........13 "''''13 "'<-t3 ........13 .......13
N 11) t1 ......t1 12 "3 "'1'3 "''''13 .......13 ......13 "'<-t3 ........13 "'....13 ...<-t3 ......13
R 11) 1'1 "'....t1 12 13 "''''1'3 "41 +-4 +-4 +-4 +-4 "'+-4 +-4 +-4
C 11) 11 ...+-t1 ~12 13 "'....13 14 .......14 '\5 4-5 "'4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5
K 11) 1'1 ......t1 12 13 ........13 14 ........14 15 "'<--15 ........15 "'<--15 "'.....1'5 ........1'5
C to 1'1 ...+-t1 ~ 13 "'.....1'3 14 "'.....14 "'1'5 "'<--15 ~ ~ ~ <-6
R 10 1'1 ........t1 12 13 "' .....13 "'14 "'+-14 15 ........1'5 115 1\7 ....7 "'7
B 11) 11 ~ <--t2 13 "'....13 14 "'.....14 1'5 ........15 115 1'7 "'....17 "'....17
P 10 11 12 "'....12 13 ........1'3 14 "'.....14 1'5 .......1'5 115 17 ~I <-8
This is a completed table with traceback pointers for the example mentioned in Table IV. One of
the pathways that could form the maximum match is illustrated.
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2.3 Sequence Alignment Using Affine Gap Costs
So far, we have treated the gap symbol •-' as yet another character, denoting an
individual insertion or deletion. Each gap is given a constant weight independent of the
number of spaces in the gap. However, this view is not always adequate.
Frequently in sequence evolution, deletion or insertion of several adjacent letters
are not the sum of single deletions or insertions but the result of one event [Stryer 95].
Let g(k) be the indel weight for an indel of k bases, and g(1) be the gap penalty of one
space. It is reasonable that g(k) ~ kg (1) holds [Altschul and Erickson 86].
Mfine gap penalty means that we charge a certain set-up cost for introducing a
new gap, whereas extending an existing gap is less expensive [Fitch and Smith 83].
Affine gap penalty is of the form
g(k) = a + fJ(k -1).
where a and J3 are two constants denote the gap open penalty and the gap extension
penalty, respectively. Some examples of range of a and ~ in use for proteins are given in
Table VI.
Table VI. Examples of Range of Affine Gap Penalties
Protein Scoring Matrix Gap Open Penalty Gap Extension Penalty
PAM 250 12-16 4-16
Blosum 62 9-12 3-12
Waterman et al. [Waterman et al. 76] have generalized the basic dynamic
programming algorithm so that any set of gap penalty functions satisfying g(k)::;; kg(l)
can be used.
15
Theorem 2.4 [Waterman et at. 76]
Given 81 = alaz...am and 8z = b1bz...bn, define V[i.j] as the value of the optimal
alignment of prefixes a\al ...aj and b\bl ...bj • Also set




V[i,j] = max maxlSkSj r[.i,j -.k] - g(k)1 .
max'S!Si tTI-I,J] - g(l)}
Proof.
The proof is the same as in Theorem 2.2, except here the alignments can end in
deletion of up to i letters of the sequence aj ...ai. So, instead of V(i -l,j] + s(a,,-) , which
is the same as V(i-I,j] - g (1), we have max1SlS;{V(i -I,j]- g(/)}. •
The main disadvantage of Theorem 2.4 is that it takes L;)i + j)= O(m 2n+ n2m),
or O(n3 ) if m = n, number of steps to find the optimal alignment. Gotoh presented an
algoritlun that allows linear gap costs but runs in essentially mn steps [Gotoh 82].
Theorem 2.5 [Gotoh 82]
Let g(k) = a + {3 (k -1) for constants a and {3. Set E [0, 0] = F [0, 0] = V [0, 0] = 0,
E[O,j] = F [O,Jl = V [0, J1 = -g(j), and E [t, 0] = F [i, 0] = V [i, 0] = -g(l). Then if
E[i,j] =max{V[i,j -1] -a,E[i,j -1] - p},
and
F[i,j] = max{V[t -1,j] - a,F[i -I,j] - p},
then
V[i,j] = max{V[i -I,j -1) +s(a;,bj ),E[i,j],F(i,j]}.
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Proof.
The identities that we need to establish areE[i,j]=max{V[i,j-k]-g(k)}and
IS,tSj
F[i,j] = max{V[i -I,j] - g(l)}. The proof for E [i,j] follows.
IsIs;




=max{max-f[i,j - k] - g(k)1V[i,j -I] - g(I)}
2S.tSj
= max{ ma~ f"U,(j-I)-(k-I)]-g(k-I)}-p,V[i,j-I]-a}
IS.t-IS}-1
=max{v[i,j -1] -a,E[i,j -1]- p}= E[i,j]
•
Examination of the recurrences in Theorem 2.5 shows that for any pair (i,J), each
of the terms V [i,j], E [i,j], and F [i,j] is evaluated by a constant number ofreferences to
the previously computed values, arithmetic operations, and comparisons. Hence O(mn)
time suffices to fill in all the (n + I) x (m + I) cells in the dynamic programming table
[Altschul and Erickson 86].
All alignment algorithms discussed in this chapter are global alignments. Global
denotes the feature that all letters of the two involved sequences must be accounted for in
the alignment [Pearson and Lipman 88]. An alternative method is local alignment, also
called approximate pattern matching, which places into correspondence a segment from
each of the two sequences being compared [Barton 90] [Altschul et al. 90]. Related work
in studying global and local pairwise alignment can be found in [Guo 00].
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CHAPTER ill
MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT METHODS
3.1 Scoring a Multiple Alignment
A global multiple alignment of k > 2 sequences S = {Sl. S2, ... , Sk} is a natural
generalization of pairwise alignment [Barton 96]. Spaces are inserted into or at either end
of each of the k sequences so that the resulting sequences have the same length I. Then
the sequences are arrayed in k rows of I columns each, so that each character and space of










In the alignment above, eight fragments from immunoglobulin (antibody) protein
sequences are displayed together. Their alignment highlights conserved residues (like 'C'
at column 4 and 'w' at column 21), conserved regions (in particular, "Q.PG" at the end
of the first four sequences), and more sophisticated patterns.
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Although the notion of multiple alignment is easily extended from pairwise
alignment, the score or goodness of a multiple alignment is not as easily generalized
[Watennan 95].
The scoring system for a multiple alignment should take into account an
important feature of multiple alignments: the fact that the sequences are not independent,
but instead are related by a phylogenetic tree [Feng and Doolittle 87]. An idealized way
to score a multiple alignment would therefore be to specify a complete model of
molecular sequence evolution. Since there is not enough data to parameterize the
complex evolutionary model, simplifying assumptions must be made to score a multiple
alignment [Gusfield 97].
To date, there is no objective function that has been as well accepted for multiple
alignments as similarity has been for pairwise alignment [Gusfield 97]. Different methods
implement different scoring functions, and most of the algorithms may not implement
any scoring functions [Watennan 95]. The goodness of those methods is judged by the
biological meaning of the alignments that they produce, and so the biological insight of
the evaluator is of critical importance.
Two of the most widely used multiple sequence alignment methods, the exact
method and the progressive alignment method, are introduced in Section 3.2 and 3.3
below.
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3.2 Exact Methods with the Sum-oI-Pairs (SP) Score
The sum-of-pairs (SP) scoring method assumes that the individual columns of an
alignment are statistically independent [Gusfield 97].The overall SP score for a multiple
alignment can be defmed as the sum of the scores for each column of the alignment.
Definition 3.1 [Waterman 95]
Given a multiple alignment M of length I, let SCM) denote the overall SP score,
SCM;) denote the SP score for column i, and sea, b) denote the similarity score of the
amino acid a and b. Let Mt denote the amino acid at column i and row k of M. Assume






The SP alignment problem is to compute a global multiple alignment with the
maximum SP similarity score or with the minimum distance (or cost).
The SP score was first introduced by Carrillo and Lipman [Carrillo and Lipman
88], and was subsequently used by Bacon and Anderson [Bacon and Anderson 86],
Murata [Murata et al. 85], Gotoh [Gotoh 86], and Gupta [Gupta et al. 95].
3.2.1 N-Dimensional Dynamic Programming Method
The SP problem can be solved exactly (optimally) via dynamic programming
[Murata et al. 85]. However, O(nd) time and space is required to align d sequences of
length at most n using the dynamic programming method. Hence this method is practical
for only a small number of sequences.
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What follow are dynamic programming recurrences for the case of three strings,
[Murata et a1. 85]. Extension to larger number of strings is straightforward.
Theorem 3.1 [Murata et al. 85]
nt, nz, and n3, respectively. Let sea, b) denote the similarity score for amino acids a and b,
and g(1) denote the gap penalty of one space. Let V(ni, nz, n3) be the optimal SP score for
V(i -I,} -1,k -1) + sea; ,bj ) +s(aj,c/c) +s(bj,c/c);
V(i -I,} -1,k) +s(apbj ) - 2g(I);
V(i -l,},k -1) + s(apc,t) - 2g(1);
V(i,},k) =max V(i,} -1,k -1) +s(bj,c/c) - 2g(1);
V(i -l,},k) - 2g(I);
V(i,} -1,k) - 2g(l);
V(i,},k -1) - 2g(l);
•
From the above theorem, Vent, nz, n3) can be evaluated in O(ntnZn3) time [Murata et
a1.85].
3.2.2 MSA method
Carrillo and Lipman [Carrillo and Lipman 88] suggested a way to reduce some of
the work needed in computing the optimal SP multiple alignment in practice. An
extension of their idea was implemented in the program called MSA [Lipman et a1. 89].
Additional refinements to MSA were reported by Gupta [Gupta et a1. 95].
The MSA program implements a complex variation of Dijkstra's single-source
shortest-paths algorithm [Dijkstra 59] [Gupta et a1. 95]. MSA formulated the multiple
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alignment problem as a single-source (s), single-destination (t) shortest-paths problem in
the weighted, directed graph G = (V, E) corresponding to a multiple alignment table. The
number of vertices is the product of the sequence lengths. A path P starting at the source
vertex s = <0, ... ,0> that ends at vertex t = <nl, ... , nk> represents an alignment of
Sj[l. ..ni] for l~ i ~ k. There is a one-to-one correspondence between edges in the path
and the columns in the alignment.
For the problem of aligning three sequences of n characters each, the directed
graph has roughly n3 nodes and 7n3 edges, and the shortest-path algorithm will explore
each one of the edges [Connen et aL92]. As Carrillo and Lipman stated, to solve the SP
alignment problem, not all alignments has to be considered [Carrillo and Lipman 88].
The MSA program adopts the Carrillo and Lipman method [Carrillo and
Lipman88] to calculate a lower bound L and an upper bound U to restrict the number of
paths to be considered.
L, the lower bound on the cost of the multiple alignment of S, can be defmed as
the sum ofdistances of optimal pairwise alignments for each pair in S.
Let S = SlS2 .. .Sn denote n sequences. Let d(Sj, Sj) denote the distance for the
optimal alignment of sequences Sj and ~, then,
L ="Id(Sj,Sj) where I ~ i,j ~ n
i<j
This value ofL is a lower bound because it assumes that each pair of sequences is aligned
optimally, independent of the other sequences.
To get the value ofthe upper bound, U, one option is for the user to define one. If
U is not provided by the user, the program computes a heuristic multiple sequence
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alignment from pairwise alignments, and U is then induced from the cost of that heuristic
alignment.
MSA searches only among alignments whose cost IS ~ U. Theorem 3.2 IS
implemented by MSA to restrict the paths to be searched.
Theorem 3.2 [Carrillo and Lipman88]
Let S = SIS2.. .Sn denote n sequences, and d(Sj, Sj) denote the minimum distance
between sequences Sj and 8.i. Let M be a multiple sequence alignment of minimum cost,




=> c(M)-L ~ U-L
=> L(c(Mj,)-d(Sj,Sj»::5;U-L
j<j
=> c(Mj,j) - d(SjlS) ~ U - L
=> c(Mj,j) ~ d(Sj,Sj)+U-L
•
Inequality (1) above theorem restricts consideration to those paths whose
projections onto the planes defined by all pairs Sj and Sj have cost at most d(Sj, ~) + U-
L.
The value of U is critical in the program because if U is too small, the program
will fail to find any feasible solution, and, if U is too big, more time and space will be
required for program execution.
It is reported that MSA can align six strings of lengths around 200 characters in a
practical amount of time [Lipman et al. 89]. MSA performs better if one begins with an
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extremely good value for U. However, it is not likely that MSA will make it practical to
optimally align tens or hundreds of sequences [Lipman et al. 89].
3.3 Progressive Alignment Method
The most widely used approach to multiple sequence alignment is progressive
alignment. A progressive alignment method utilizes pairwise alignment algorithm
iteratively to achieve the multiple alignment of a set of protein sequences [Feng and
Doolittle 96].
The progressive method is based on the concept of evolutionary trees [Stryer 95] ..
The dominative view of the evolution of life is that the high level history of life is ideally
organized and displayed as a rooted, directed tree. In the progressive method, usually a
guide tree is generated based on cluster analysis from paiIWise alignment between all
pairs of sequences. Guide tree is a rooted binary tree whose leaves represent sequences
and whose interior nodes represent alignments. The root node represents a complete
multiple alignment. [Feng and Doolittle 96].
Progressive alignment is heuristic: it docs not directly optimize any global scoring
function of alignment correctness. The most important heuristic of progressive alignment
algoritlun is to align the most similar pairs of sequences first. These are the most reliable
alignments.
The advantage of progressive alignment is that it is fast and efficient, and in many
cases the resulting alignments are reasonable. Many authors have proposed methods
based on progressive alignment [Feng and Doolittle 87] [Taylor 88] [Higgins et al. 96]
[Taylor 96]. The published methods vary in the way they choose the specified order to do
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the alignment, and in the procedure used to align and score the sequences against existing
alignments. Two of the most popular progressive methods, Feng-Doolittle algorithm and
Clustal W, are introduced in the following sections.
3.3.1 Feng-Doolittle Algorithm
The Feng-Doolittle algorithm [Feng and Doolittle 87] was one of the first
progressive alignment algorithms.
The Feng-Doolittle algorithm consists of the following three steps.
Step 1. Calculate a matrix ofN(N-l)/2 distances between all pairs ofN sequences
by standard pairwise alignment, converting similarity scores to distances.
Distance of a pair of aligned sequences is converted from similarity scores. In
Feng-Doolittle algorithm, distances are approximate values calculated by Poisson
equation [Feng et al. 85]:
D= - InS
where
S = S,ea/(i,j)-Srand(i,j) xlOO
Siden (i, j) - Srand (i, j)
(1)
(2)
S,eal(i, j) is the observed similarity score for sequences being aligned. Siden(i, J) is the
average of the score of aligning either sequence to itself. SranlJ, J) is the expected score
for aligning two random sequences of the same length and residue composition. Random
sequences are determined by a computer-intensive random shuffling or an approximate
calculation provided by Feng and Doolittle [Feng and Doolittle 96]. Thus, S is a
normalized percentage similarity; it is expected to roughly decay exponentially towards
zero with increasing evolutionary distance.
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Step 2. Construct a guide tree from the distance matrix using the clustering
algorithm [Fitch and Margoliash 67].
The Feng-Doolittle algorithm constructs a guide tree based directly on the Fitch-
Margoliash algorithm [Fitch and Margoliash 67], which is one of the fast clustering
algorithms that build evolutionary trees from distance matrices. First, the smallest
mutation distance score is identified and the two sequences involved are connected as
sibling nodes. The parent node is the union of the two identified sequences. A new matrix
is constructed that contains the average distances between members of the first pair
(parent node) and the remaining members of the set. This procedure is continued until all
scores have been incorporated. Figure 2 shows a guide tree built from a mutation distance























Figure 2. A Sample Phylogenetic Tree [Fitch and Margoliash 67]
Step 3. Starting from the first node added to the tree created in Step 2, align all
child nodes in the order that they were added to the tree until all sequences have been
aligned.
Sequence to sequence alignment is computed by the usual dynamic programming
algorithm. A sequence is added to an existing alignment by aligning it to each sequence
in the alignment in turn and the highest pairwise alignment score determines how the
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sequence will be added. For aligning an alignment to an alignment, all sequence pairs
between the two groups are tried and the best pairwise sequence alignment determines
the final alignment.
After an alignment is completed, gap symbols are replaced with neutral elements
(Xs). The key to this alignment is that new gaps can be incorporated into either sequence,
but the earlier gaps are preserved. This is called the rule of "once a gap, always a gap"
by Feng and Doolittle [Feng and Doolittle 87].
3.3.2 Clustal W
The first Crustal program was written by Higgins and Sharp in 1988 [Higgins and
Sharp 88] [Higgins and Sharp 89]. Clustal V [Higgins et al. 91], which is a newer release,
incorporated profile alignments and the facility to generate trees from the alignments by
using the fast Neighbor-Joining method. Clustal W [Thompson et al. 94], the third
generation, made some internal modifications to Clustal V, such as sequence weighting,
the incorporation of position-specific gap penalties, and flexible weight matrix choices.
All these various additional heuristics contribute to its accuracy.
The algorithm is as follows:
Step 1. Construct a distance matrix of all pairs by fast, approximate alignment
algorithm [Wilbur and Lipman 83], followed by converting the similarity scores to
evolutionary distances using the model of Kimura [Kimura 80].
The distances calculated are related to the degree of divergence (defined as 100%
- percent identity) between the sequences. Clustal W uses Kimura's method [Kimura 80]
to calculate protein distances.
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Distance = - In (1.0 -K - (K* KJ5.0»
where K is the degree of divergence (percent divergence / 100).
Step 2. Construct a guide tree using a neighbor-joining (N!) clustering algorithm
by Saitou and Nei [Saitou and Nei 87].
The neighbor-joining (NJ) method works on the distance matrix between all pairs
of sequences to be analyzed. The NJ method works by constructing a tree T by steps,
keeping a list L of active nodes in this tree [Saitou and Nei 87].
The NJ method calculates distance between two clusters as follows.
D.. = d . . -Cr. +r.)
I,) l,) I J
where
r j = 1 L di,k where ILl denotes the size of the set L,IL 1-2 kEL
The NJ algorithm is given below in Figure 3.
Initialization:
Define T to be the set of leaf nodes, one for each given sequence, and let L = T.
Iteration:
Pick a pair i,) in L for which Dij is minimal.
Defme a new node k and set diem = (dim + d jm + dij)/ 2, for all m in L.
Add k to T with edges of lengths dik =(dij + ri - rj ) and d jk =d I} - d jk , joining k
to i and), respectively.
Remove i and) from L, and add k.
Termination:
When L consists of two leaves i and), add the remaining edge between i and)
with length dij.
Figure 3. Neighbor-Joining Method [Saitou and Nei 87]
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The principle of the NJ method is to fInd pairs of neighbors that minimize the
total branch length at each stage of clustering of neighbors. A pair of neighbors is a pair
of nodes connected through a single interior node in an unrooted, bifurcating tree.
The NJ method constructs a tree starting with a star-like tree, as given in Figure
4(a). In practice, some pairs of nodes are more closely related to each other than other
pairs are. In the tree given in Figure 4(b), there is only one interior branch, XY, which
connects the paired nodes I and 2 and the others that are connected by a single node Y.
Any pair of nodes can take the position of 1 and 2 in the tree, and there are N(N-I )/2
ways of choosing them. Among these possible pairs of nodes, the one that gives the
smallest sum ofbranch lengths is chosen. This pair is then regarded as a single node. This













Figure 4. Star-like Tree and Neighbor-Joining in the NJ Method.
(a) A star-like tree with no hierarchical structure.
(b) A tree in which nodes 1 and 2 are clustered.
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Step 3. Progressively align at nodes in order of decreasing similarity, usmg
sequence-sequence, sequence-profile, and profile-profile alignment [Gribskov et al. 87].
After the tree is constructed, alignments are built progressively following the
branch order in the tree. At each alignment stage, the algorithm of Myers and Miller
[Myers and Miller 88] is used.
Sequence-alignment and alignment-alignment alignment are calculated using the
profile alignment method, which is a simple extension of the profile method [Gribskov et
al. 87]. In profile alignment, the alignment is treated as a single sequence, except that the
score is calculated at aligned positions as the average weight matrix score of all the
residues in one alignment versus all those in the other. Any gaps that are introduced are




The algorithm which implements the new method follows the general strategy of
iteratively merging two multiple alignments of two subsets of sequences into a single
multiple alignment of the union of those subsets. This algorithm builds an evolutionary
tree from sequence data while simultaneously constructing an evolutionary infonnative
multiple alignment.
The algorithm has two steps:
1) Construct a similarity matrix of all pairs.
2) Construct an evolutionary tree while simultaneously construct the multiple alignment.
4.1 Construct a Similarity Matrix
To construct the similarity matrix, we need to calculate a matrix of n(n-l )/2
similarity scores between all pairs of n sequences. Similarity scores of pairwise
alignments are computed using Gotoh's algorithm [Gotoh 82], which was introduced in
Chapter II.
Since the alignment score between two sequences of lengths not more than m can
be computed in O(m2) time using a dynamic programming algorithm [Connen et al. 92],
the time complexity for constructing the similarity matrix of d sequences of lengths at
most m is O(ffm2) and the space required is O(m2) [Cormen et al. 92].
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The example below is a set of sequences S. This example will be used through. all






Figure 5. A Sample ofa Set of Sequences
The similarity matrix for the set S is as given in Table VII below. PAM-250 matrix
[Dayhoff et al. 78] (described in Chapter n is used as the scoring system. Gap open
penalty is 12 and gap extension penalty is 4.
Table VII. Similarity Matrix Calculated for the Example in Figure 5
81 8 2 8 3 84 8 5 I
8 1 - 160 66 83 85 I
82 160 - 60 75 91
8 3 66 60 - 86 94
8 4 83 75 86 - 147
8 5 85 91 94 147 -
4.2 Construct an Evolutionary Tree
Same as the progressive alignment method, this new method is based on the
concept of evolutionary trees [Stryer 95]. The evolutionary tree is a rooted binary tree.
Let S be a set of n sequences. The evolutionary tree for S is a tree T with the following
properties:
1) T contains n leaves, one for each sequence in S.
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2) Each internal node of T presents a sequence alignment and has at I
children.
3) The root contains the final multiple alignment.
The new algorithm builds the tree T based on cluster analysis of the ~
matrix. It begins with a set of n leaves and perfonns a sequence of n-l
operations to create the final evolutionary tree, and simultaneously to cons
multiple sequence alignment.
The new algorithm is given below in Figure 6.
Initialization:
Define T to be the set of leaf nodes, one for each given sequence.
Iteration:
1) Pick a pair i,} from T for which sCi,}) is maximal according to the ~
matrix.
2) Construct a new node A, which has i and j as its left child and ri~
respectively, and contains the alignment of i and j. Calculate the c
string A c for the alignment. Reconstruct the similarity matrix, setting i
s(Ac, m), for all minT.
3) Add A to T.
Termination:
After n-l loops, T will be a single full binary Tree. The root of Twill coni
final multiple alignement.
Figure 6. The New Method: Constructing an Evolutionary Tree
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For the first step~ it takes O(n2) time to pick the maximum score from the
similarity matrix for each iteration, so for n-l iterations, it takes time O(n3).
Calculating the consensus string, re-constructing the similarity matrix, and
computing multiple sequence alignment, which are the three critical points of the new
algorithm given in Figure 6, are described in details in the following three subsections.
4.2.1 Calculating the Consensus Sequences
The consensus sequence is a consensus representation of the critical common
features of a set of sequences [Barton and Anderson 86].
There is not known method to find the consensus sequence. In terms of multiple
alignments, the problem of fmding consensus sequence is based on definition of the
consensus character.
Given a multiple alignment M of a set of sequences S~ the consensus character of
column i of M is the character that minimizes the summed distance to it from all the
characters in column i.
Since the alphabet is finite~ a consensus character for each column ofM exists and
can be found by enumeration. As one simple special case~ if the pairwise scoring scheme
scores a match with a zero and a mismatch or a space opposite a character with a one,
then the consensus character in column i is the plurality character (i.e., the character
occurring most often in column i). Note that the character can be a space.
A consensus character represents the critical characteristic of a column in a
multiple alignment, but if the column is not highly conserved, the resulting consensus
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character cannot faithfully reflect the characteristic of the column. A better solution
would be to change the consensus character to the neutral character "X" [Melcher 00].
The consensus sequence 8M derived from alignment M is the concatenation of the
consensus characters for each column of M. Note that 8M need not be from M and
generally will not be [Barton and Anderson 86].
It is common in the computational biology to compute a multiple alignment M
and then represent those sequences by the consensus sequence derived from M [Gusfield
97]. It is then natural to use the goodness of the consensus sequence as a way to evaluate
the goodness of the multiple alignment M.
In the new algorithm, using consensus sequences as representatives of multiple
alignments, the similarity score between two clusters can be computed by calculating the
similarity score between two corresponding consensus sequences.
It takes O(mn2) time to compute a consensus sequence of a group of n sequences
with length m.
4.2.2 Reconstructing the Similarity Matrix
Let T be the set of clusters of sequences defined in Figure 6. In each iteration, we
first pick one pair of clusters, i and}, from T. Then a new node A, which contains the
alignment of i and}, is created and added to T.
Accordingly, row i, row}, column i, and column} are removed from the similarity
matrix (Section 4.1). A new row and a new column for A are added to the similarity
matrix. Then we have to compute the similarity scores between A and all other nodes in
the matrix.
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Table VIII. Similarity Matrix After the First Iteration for the Example in Figure 5
A1 53 54 55
A1 - 64 79 83
53 64 - 86 94
54 79 86 - 147
55 83 94 147 -
For our example in Figure 5, after the first iteration, Table VII will be updated to
Table VID. 8\ and 82will be removed from the table, and AI, parent of 81 and 82, will be
added to the table.
4.2.3 Constructing Multiple Sequence Alignment
Every internal node of tree T (Figure 6) contains the result of the pairwise
alignment of its two children. The pairwise alignments are calculated as follows.
Sequence-to-sequence alignment is done using the standard pairwise alignment
algorithm [Gotoh 82]. If any of the children contains an alignment, the consensus
sequence for the alignment is calculated using the method illustrated in Section 4.2.1.
Gap symbols in the resulting consensus sequences are replaced with neutral elements
(Xs). So, sequence-alignment and alignment-alignment alignments can also be calculated
using the standard pairwise alignment algorithm.
Given two child nodes {A, B}, which are both alignments of sequences, it takes
five steps to construct the alignment ofA and B.
1. Calculate the consensus sequences for the alignment ofA and B. We refer to those
two consensus sequences as a and b. Replace spaces in sequences a and b with neutral
elements, e.g., Xs.
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2. Calculate an optimal pairwise alignment of sequences a and b. The sequences in
this alignment with the gaps are called a' and b'.
3. Insert all gaps from a' that are not already in a into all sequences in A.
4. Insert all gaps from b' that are not already in b into all sequences in B.
5. Merge A and B.
In the previous sections, we have discussed the details of the new algorithm given
in Figure 6. For n sequences, the algorithm will take n-l iterations to construct the
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The algorithm has been implemented in the C++ language. The source code listed
In Appendix B has been compiled and tested under Microsoft Virtual C++ 6.0 on
Windows 98, and under the Solaris 7 system.
To use this program under Unix, put all source files under one directory, and enter
"make msa" after the command prompt. A new executable file named ')usa" will be
created. To run the program, simply enter "msa" after the prompt and follow the
instructions.
To run this program through a web browser such as Netscape or Microsoft IE, use
the following URL:
http://gradweb.cs.okstate.edu/~lke/msa/intro.html
You will be asked to provide your choices of gap open penalty, gap extension
penalty, type of the scoring matrix, and the input sequences.
1. Input Format
Sequences can be in upper or lower cases. The only symbols recognized are 20
amino acid characters: A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y. All
other symbols will be ignored.
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The program recognizes and uses the FASTA fonnat ([pearson and Lipman 88]).
The sequences are delimited by an angle bracket ">" in column 1. The text immediately
after the ">" is used as a title. Every thing on the following line until the next ">" or the
end of file is one sequence.
2. Gap Open Penalty
The default is 12. Reduce this to encourage gaps of all sizes, and increase it to
discourage them.
3. Gap Extension Penalty
The default is 4. Reduce this to encourage longer gaps, and increase it to shorten
them.
4. Scoring Matrix
The default is Dayhoff PAM 250 matrix [Dayhoff et al.78]. We also offer a
Blosum 62 matrix [Henikoff and HeniKoff92] and an identity matrix.
5.2 Results
To show a real example we took eight sequences of bacterial ponn [Jeanteur et al.
91]. The lengths of the sequences range from 329 to 347. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the
eight protein sequences aligned by the Clustal W and this method, respectively.
It can be observed that both methods have correctly identified most of the
matched units and discovered the overall relationships among the sequences. The
alignment by this method is slightly more compact than by the Clustal W method. The
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Figure 9. Alignment ofEight Protein Sequences by the New Method.
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The score obtained with the new algorithm is very close to the score obtained
from ClustaJ W. The result of the new algorithm is slightly better than that of Clustal W
at some positions. As a specific example, the new algorithm found the conserved residue
'S' at column 24.
With the above example we do not intend to prove that the new method performs
generally better than Clustal W, but we do want to show that the new method is usable
and produces good results.
5.3 Discussion
In this study a new method was presented for multiple sequence alignment.
Compared to other iterative algorithms, this method has two major properties.
First, this algorithm calculates the distance between two groups of sequences in
an efficient and biologically meaningful way. The Feng-Doolittle's algorithm, which was
introduced in Section 3.3.1, uses two original sequences, which have the minimum
distance between two groups. The problem of the Feng-DoolittIe's algorithm is that the
original sequence cannot always present the major characteristics of a group, so the result
may not be accurate for general cases. In the ClustalW algorithm, the group-group
alignment is based on the average distance, and the new multiple alignment is created by
aligning profiles. The disadvantage of Clustal W is that it needs a lot of memory space to
store the profiles in order to compute the profile alignments.
In the new method, a consensus sequence is produced as the representative of a
group of sequences. The distance between two groups is defined as the distance between
the two corresponding consensus sequences. Since by definition the consensus sequence
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minimizes the summed distance to it from all the sequences in the group, the consensus
sequence is the center of the group. Therefore, the new algorithm solves the problem of
Feng-Doolittle's algorithm because the consensus sequence, instead of an original
sequence, more faithfully reflects the variations of a group of sequences. Moreover, since
a group of sequences can be represented by a single sequence, the computation of the
distance and alignment between two groups can be simplified to sequence-sequence
distance and sequence-sequence alignment. Compared to Clustal W, it is more time and
space efficient.
Second, this algorithm combines the steps of constructing the evolutionary tree
and the computation of the multiple alignments. The progressive method calculates a
guide tree first, then the multiple alignments are built based on the tree structure. In the
new algorithm, multiple alignment can be done with reference to the evolutionary tree,
even though the tree structure itself may remain unknown.
In conclusion, this algorithm is fast and efficient, and can produce reasonable and
meaningful results. It also has the advantages of easy implementation and relatively
simple data structures.
5.4 Future Work
In the new algorithm, each internal node of the evolutionary tree is represented by
a consensus sequence, which inevitably leads to a loss of some information. Other
objective functions may be added to keep more infonnation about the alignment.
Additional infonnation such as predicted secondary structures or propensities of gap
formation may be supplemented to the consensus sequence as well.
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The implementation of the new algorithm uses Gotoh's algorithm to compute
pairwise sequence alignments, which requires O(mn) space to align two sequences of
lengths m and n. The new algorithm also stores a similarity table of size n*n to calculate
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A one-to-one matching of two sequences so that each character
in one sequence is associated with a single character of the
other sequence or with a null character (gap).
Any of a class of 20 molecules that are combined to form
proteins in living things, also called "residue".
A single sequence that represents the content of a group of
aligned sequences.
A program that compares a protein sequence to another protein
sequence or to a protein database, or a DNA sequence to
another DNA sequence or a DNA library.
A space inserted into a sequence to enhance its alignment with
another sequence. Gap are often represented by a '.' or '-'
character.
Gap Extension Penalty The length-dependent term, J, of a gap penalty of the form w =
g + lx. Where w is the gap penalty, g is the length-independent
term, and x the length of the gap.
Gap Opening Penalty The length-independent term, g, of a gap penalty of the form w
= g + lx. (see gap extension penalty).
Global Alignment An optimal alignment that includes all characters from each
sequence. Global alignment may miss short regions of high
local similarity. Global alignments are most useful for closely
related sequences of known homology.
Homology Similarity attributable to descent from a common ancestor.
Homology is an all or none relationship. In molecular biology,
homology is often inferred from a high degree of sequence
similarity.
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Multiple Alignment Simultaneous alignment ofmore than two sequences.
PAM Percent accepted mutations.
Phylogenetic Tree A hierarchical branching diagram based on morphological
similarities where each branch represents a postulated clade or
monophyletic group, a group comprised of all the sampled
descendants of a single ancestral lineage.
Profile A profile is a position specific scoring table that represents the
infonnation from a family of related sequences.
Progressive Alignment A multiple alignment algorithm in which the sequences are
first clustered and then added one by one, in order of
decreasing similarity, to the growing multiple alignment.
Protein A large molecule composed of one or more chains of amino
acids in specific order. Examples are honnones, enzymes, and
antibodies.
Scoring Matrix In a dynamic programming alignment, the score matrix
indicates the quality of the alignment ending at each possible
pair of residues.
Sequence The order of amino acids in a protein molecule.
Unitary Matrix Also known as an identity matrix. A scoring system in which




The package for the new algorithm comes as seven C++ source files, five header




















OBJECTS Common.o PairAlign.o Matrices.o GuideTree.o
ScoreMat.o MultipleAlign.o main.o
\











S(CC) -0 $@ $ (OBJECTS) $ (LFLAGS)
$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) $?
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II Simple interface of the program.
II get parameters. open input file, output file and log file.
int main(char ** args)
{




inFile.open(inputFile.c str(), ios: :in);
if (! inFile) { -
cerr « inputFile « " could not be opened." « endl;
exit (1) ;
string matName [3] = {"PAM 250 Mutation Matrix",
"BLOSUM 62 Substitution Matrix", "Unitary Matrix" };
int mat = 0;
int gapOpen = 12;
int gapExt = 4;
int change;
do {
cout « endl « "1. Change Scoring Matrix:
« matName[mat]« endl
« "2. Change Gap Open Penalty: "«gapOpen «endl
« "3. Change Gap Extension Penalty: "« gapExt «endl
« "4. OK, Comput the Multiple Alignment Now" « endl
« "5. Exit" «endl« "Enter your choice: ";
cin » change;
switch (change) {
case 1: int m;
cout « endl «"scoring Matrix options: "«endl
«"1. PAM 250 Mutation Matrix" «endl
«"2. Blosum 62 Substitution Matrix" «endl
«"3. Unitary Matrix"«endl
< <" Enter your choice: ";
cin » m;
if (m != 1 && m 1= 2 && m != 3)
cout « "Your choice " « m




















default: cout « "Not a valid number. Try again.\n";
}







string outputFile = inputFile + ".out";
of stream outFile;
outFile.open(outputFile.c str(), ios: :out);
if (! outFile) { -
cerr « outputFile « " could not be opened." « endl;
exit (1) ;
string Log = inputFile + ". log";
of stream 10gFile;
10gFile.open(Log.c str(), ios: :out);
if (!logFile) { -
cerr « Log « II could not be opened." « endl;
exit (1) ;
multiAlign MA(inFile, outFile, 10gFile, sub, gapOpen, gapExt);
inFile . close () ;
outFile.close() ;
10gFile. close () ;
cout « "The final result is printed to file "« outputFile





II This function maps the inputMatrix, which is ordered by
II residuesOrder, to a 26*26 score matrix, which is ordered
I I by alphabet.
void Matrices::buildScore(int inputMatrixJ] [baseSize])
{
for (int i = 0; i < baseSize; i++)
char a = residuesOrder[i];
for (int j = 0; j<=i; j++) {
char b = residuesOrder[j];
score[a-'A'] [b-'A'] = score[b-'A'] [a-'A']
= inputMatrix [i] [j] ;
II PAM250 Scoring Matrix



























A R N D C Q E G H ILK M F PST W Y V X *1
2 } ,
-2, 6 },




0,-1, I, 3,-5, 2, 4 },
1,-3, 0, 1,-3,-1, 0, 5 },
-1, 2, 2, 1,-3, 3, 1,-2, 6 },
-1,-2,-2,-2,-2,-2,-2,-3,-2, 5 },
_2,_3,_3,-4,-6,-2,-3,-4,-2,2, 6 },
-I, 3, 1, 0,-5, I, 0,-2, 0,-2,-3, 5 },
-I, 0,-2,-3,-5,-1,-2,-3,-2, 2, 4, 0, 6 },
-4,-4,-4,-6,-4,-5,-5,-5,-2, 1, 2,-5, 0, 9 },
1 0 -1 -1 -3 0,-1,-1, 0,-2,-3,-1,-2,-5, 6 },
l' 0' I' 0' 0'_1,0,1,-1,-1,-3,0,-2,-3, I, 2 },
I
, -I' 0' 0' _2' -I, 0, 0,-1, 0,-2, 0,-1,-3, 0, I, 3 },
, , , , , 5 17 }
6 2 -4 -7 -8 -5 -7 -7,-3,-5,-2,-3,-4, 0,-6,-2,- , ,-, , , , , , , 0 10 }
3 4
-2 -4 0 -4 -4 _5,0,-1,-1,-4,-2,7,-5,-3,-3" ,- ,-, , , , , , 6 2 4}
O
-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2,-1,-2,4, 2,-2, 2,-1,-1,-1, 0,- ,- , . '}
, , , , , , 0 4 -2 -1 -1
O
-1 0 -1 -3 -1 _1,_1,_1,_1,_1,_1,_1,_2,_1, 0, ,-, , ,
, f , I , I
buildScore (M) ;






int M[baseSize] (baseSize] {
1* A R N D C Q E G H ILK M F PST W Y v x *1
{ 4 },
{-I, 5 },
{-2, 0, 6 },
{-2,-2, 1, 6 },
{ 0,-3,-3,-3, 9 },
{-1, 1, 0, 0,-3, 5 },
{-1, 0, 0, 2,-4, 2, 5 },
{ 0,-2, 0,-1,-3,-2,-2, 6 },
{-2, 0, 1,-1,-3, 0, 0,-2, 8 },
{-1,-3,-3,-3,-1,-3,-3,-4,-3, 4 },
{-1,-2,-3,-4,-1,-2,-3,-4,-3, 2, 4 },
{-1, 2, 0,-1,-3, 1, 1,-2,-1,-3,-2, 5 },
{-1,-1,-2,-3,-1, 0,-2,-3,-2, I, 2,-1, 5 },
{-2,-3,-3,-3,-2,-3,-3,-3,-1, 0, 0,-3, 0, 6 },
{-1,-2,-2,-I,-3,-I,-1,-2,-2,-3,-3,-1,-2,-4, 7 },
{ 1,-1, 1,0,-1, 0, 0, 0,-1,-2,-2, 0,-1,-2,-1,4 },
{ 0,-1, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-2,-2,-1,-1,-1,-1,-2,-1, 1, 5 },
{-3,-3,-4,-4,-2,-2,-3,-2,-2,-3,-2,-3,-1, 1,-4,-3,-2,11 },
{-2,-2,-2,-3,-2,-1,-2,-3, 2,-1,-1,-2,-1, 3,-3,-2,-2, 2, 7 },
{ 0,-3,-3,-3,-1,-2,-2,-3,-3, 3, 1,-2, 1,-1,-2,-2, 0,-3,-1, 4 },
{ 0,-1,-1,-1,-2,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-2, 0, 0,-2,-1,-1,-1}
buildScore (M) j
II Identity Scoring Matrix
Uni tary: : Uni tary ( )
{
int M[baseSizel [baseSize]
1* A R N D C Q E G H ILK M F PST W Y V x*1
A */ { 1 },
R *1 { 0,1 },
N *1 { 0,0,1 },
D *1 { 0,0,0,1 },
C *1 { 0,0,0,0,1 },
Q *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,1 },
E *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
G *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
H *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
I *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
L *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
K *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
M *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
F *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
P *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
S *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
T *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
W *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 },
Y *1 {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,o,o,0,0,0,o,o,0,0,0,0,1 },
V *1 {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,O,O,1 },
X *1 { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,o,o,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,O,O,O,1}
































II The class of Matrices
class Matrices {
public:
void buildScore (int [] [baseSize) ) ;
II a, b should both be upper case letters.
int getScore(int a, int b) canst { return score[a-'A'] [b-'A'];}
protected:
int score [26) [26) ;
} ;








class Unitary : public Matrices {
public:





tbPtr(int cl, int c2 , int c3): k(cl) I i(c2), j (c3) { }
int k;
int i;
int ji II absolute coordinates
} ;




_pairAlign () { }
inti inti const char * const char * bool);
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II Return an array containing alignment of maximal score
char **getAlign( ) { return A; )
II Return the score of the best alignment
int getScore() { return score; }
int max (int xl, int x2) { return (xl> x2 ? xl : x2); }
int max(int xl, int x2, int x3) { return max(x1, max(x2, X3))i }
int max(int xl, int x2, int x3, int x4)
{ return max(max(x1, x2), max (x3, x4); }
private:









II lengths of input sequences s1 and s2
II dynamic programming table
II the 3 m*n traceback pointer table
II the final alignment








II takes a given scoring matrix, the gap open penalty d, gap extension
II penalty e, and the input sequences sl and s2, calculate the dynamic
II programming table V and the traceback table TB.
pairAlign: :pairAlign








int **E = allocTable(m, n);
int **F = allocTable (m, n);
V = allocTable(m, n);
unsigned int i, j;
for ( i = 0; i < 3; i ++) {
tbPtr **Tmp = (tbPtr **)calloc( (m+1)*(n+1), sizeof(tbPtr
*) ) ;
TB[i] = (tbPtr ***)calloc(m+1, sizeof(tbPtr **»;
for ( j = 0; j <= m; j++)
TB[i] [j] = Tmp + j*(n+1);
II use Gotoh' algorithm, record to the traceback table as well
E[O] [OJ = F[O] [0] = V[O] [0] = 0;
for (i=l; i<=m; i++) (
E[i] [0] = F[i] [OJ = V[iJ [0] = -d - e * (i-1);
TB[O] [i] [OJ new tbPtr(O, i-1, 0);
TB [1] [i] [0 J = new tbPt r (1, i - 1, 0);
( j =1; j <=n; j ++) {
E[O] [jJ = FEO] [jJ
TB [OJ [0] [j J new
TB [2J [OJ [j J = new
}
for
V[OJ [j] = -d - e * (j-1);
tbPt r (0 , 0, j - 1) ;
tbPtr(2, 0, j-l);
int val;
for (i=l; i<=ffi; i++)
for (j=l; j<=n; j++) (
int 6 = sub->getScore(sl[i-1J, 62[j-1J) i
val E[i] [jJ = max(V[iJ [j-1J -d, E[i] [j-l] -e);
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if (val ! = E [i] [j -1] -e)
TB[2] [i] [j] new tbPtr(O, i, j-1)i
else
val = F[i] [j] = max(V[i-l] [j]-d, F[i-1] [j]-e);
if (val != F[i-1] [j]-e)
TB[I] [i] [j] new tbPtr(O, i-1, j);
t,
else
TB [ 2] [i] [j]
TB [ 1] [i] [j]
new tbPtr(2, i, j-1) i
new tbPtr(l, i-I, j) i
val = Veil [j] = max(V[i-l] [j-l]+s, E[i] [j], F{i] [j])i
if (val == E[i] [j])
TB[O] [i] [j] = new tbPtr(2, i, j);
else if ( val == F[i] [j])
TB(O] [i) [j] new tbPtr(l, i, j) i
else
score V em] [n] i
TB [0] [i] [j] new tbPtr(O, i-1, j-l) i




i = mi j = ni
unsigned int k = 0, x = 0;
whi 1 e ( i ! = 0 I I j ! = 0 ) {
tb = TB[k) [i] [j];
if (i != tb->i ) I j 1= tb->j) {
A[O] [x] (i tb->i)?

















for(int i = 0;
for (int j
i < 3; i++)
0; j <= mj j ++)
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for(int k = 0; k <= n; k++)
delete TB [i] [j] [k) ;
for(int 1 = 0; 1 < 3; 1++)
free (TB [1] [0] ) ;
II align without traceback, compute the similarity score only
void pairAlign::fastAlign




int **E = allocTable(m, n);
int **F = allocTable(m, n);
V = allocTable(m, n);
II use Gotoh' algorithm, record to the traceback table as well
unsigned int i, j;
E[O] [0) = F[O] [0) = V[O] [0) = 0;
for (i=1; i<=m; i++) {
E[i] [0] = F[i] [0] = V[i] [0]
}
for (j=l; j<=n; j++) {
E[O] [j] = F[O] [j] = V[O] [j]
-d - e * (i -1) ;
-d - e * (j-l);
for (i=l; i<=m; i++)
for (j=l; j<=n; j++) {
int s = sub->getScore(sl[i-l], s2[j-l]);
E [i] [j) max (V [ i] [j - 1] - d , E [i] [j - 1) - e) ;
F [ i] [j] max (V [ i - 1] [j] - d , F [ i - 1] [j] - e) ;
V[i] [j] max(V[i-l] [j-l]+s, E[i] [j], F[i] [j));
}















I I Node Number
II the alignment it contains
treeNode(int n, vector<seqNode *> *a, string &con)
: Number(n), alignment (a)
{ consensus = new string (con) i }
treeNode(int n, seqNode * seq) : Number(n)
{ alignment = new vector<seqNode *>i
alignment->push_back(seq);
consensus = new string(*(seq->seq)) i
}






















II initialize tree T to be the set of all sequences
void guideTree::initTree(vector<seqNode *> *inputSeq)
int num = inputSeq->size();
treeList new vector<treeNode *>;
for (int i = 0; i < num; i++) {
treeNode *node = new treeNode(i, (*inputSeq) [i]);
treeList->push_back(node);
II add a new node into the tree
void guideTree: :addNode(treeNode * node)
{
}
II delete node #i and return the node, return null if Ii not found
treeNode *guideTree: :deleteNode(int i)
(
treeNode * iNode;
vector<treeNode *>::iterator iter= treeList->begin();
for (; iter != treeList->end(); iter++)






II return the final resulting alignment
treeNode *guideTree: :finaIAlign()
{
assert (treeList->size() == 1);
return treeList->front();
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// print a node: number, sequence/alignment, consensus string
void treeNode: :prntNode(ostream &fout)
fout « "Node Number: " « Number « endl
« "alignment; " « endl j
int n = alignment->size()j
for (int i = 0; i < ni i++)
fout « * ( (*alignment) [i] - >seq) « endl;
fout « "consensus string: "«endl«*consensus«endl«endl;
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scoreMat( Matrices * s, int d, int e)
sub(s), alpha(d), beta(e), maxScore(INT MIN) { }
bool initMat(vector<seqNode *> *);
void updateMat(int i, int j, int z, string seq);
void printTbl(ostream &fout = cout);
int getMaxSeql() { return maxSeql; }













II similarity score matrix: n*n table
II look up table mapping seq# and seqs
II size of Matrix/vector/lookupTbl
II maximum similarity score in Matrix
II sequence#l which has the maxScore
















II Initial Matrix to be an N*N table of similarity scores
II between all pairs of N sequences
II lookupTbl is a reference table for Matrix





Matrix = allocTable(N-l, N-l);
lookupTbl = (string **)malloc(sizeof(string *)*N);
int i;
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
lookupTbl [i] = new string(* «*Seqs) [i] ->seq));
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
for ( int j = i+l; j < N; j++) {
pairAlign *pair = new pairAlign
(sub, alpha, beta, (*lookupTbl[i]) .c_str(),
(*lookupTbl [j]) .c_str(), false);
int score = pair->getScore();
Matrix[i] [j] = Matrix[j] [i] = score;







II print the similarity matrix
void scoreMat: :printTbl(ostream &fout)
fout « endl;
for ( int i = 0; i < N; i++) {
for (int j 0; j < N; j++)
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if (Matrix[i] [j] == INT_MIN) fout « setw(4) «




II delete childl and child2 from Matrix and add parent to the matrix.
II seq is the consensus string of the parent
void scoreMat: :updateMat







for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
Matrix [childl] [i) = Matrix [child2] [i)
Matrix[i] [childl] = Matrix[i] [child2]
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
if i! = parent && lookupTbl [i] ) {
pairAlign *pair = new pairAlign(sub, alpha, beta,
(*lookupTbl[i]) .c_str(), seq.c_str() I flase);
int score = pair->getScore();
Matrix [i) [parent] = Matrix [parent] [i) = score;
maxScore = INT_MIN;
for (i = 0; i < N; i + + )
for (int j = i + l; j < N; j ++) {
int score = Matrix [i) [j] ;














multiAlign(istream & in, ostream & out, ostream & Log,
Matrices * m, int d, int e)
: mat(m), alpha (d) , beta(e) { buildMSA(in, out, Log);}
void buildMSA(istream & in, ostream & out, ostream & Log);
private:
void getlnput(istream & in, ostream & Log);
void stripSeq(string & s);
void prntResult(vector<seqNode *>*, ostream &, ostream &);
vector<seqNode *> *getAlign(treeNode *, treeNode *, ostream &);
void insertGaps(string &, const char*, vector<seqNode *>*);






















II the whole process of calculating the multiple sequence alignment
void multiAlign: :buildMSA(istream & in, ostream & out, ostream & Log)
get Input (in, Log};
II step 1. build scoring matrix (n*n table)
scoreMat *nnTbl ~ new scoreMat(mat, alpha, beta};
assert (nnTbl) ;
nnTbl->initMat(inputSeqs} ;
Iistep 2. construct the tree and do alignment.
II Initialize the tree
guideTree *tree ~ new guideTree(};
tree->initTree(inputSeqs) ;
II n-l iteration
int n ~ inputSeqs->size();
for ( int i ~ 0; i < n - 1; i++)
112.1 get the pair has maximum score
nnTbl->printTbl(Log) ;
int i = nnTbl->getMaxSeql(};
int j ~ nnTbl->getMaxSeq2();
Log « endl « "max score: ("
«i« ", "« j «")"« endl« endl;
112.2 remove node i and j from th~ tree
treeNode *iNode ~ tree->deleteNode(i);
treeNode *jNode = tree->deleteNode(j);
iNode->prntNode(Log) ;
jNode->prntNode(Log) ;
112.3 construct a new node
vector<seqNode *> *align = getAlign(iNode, jNode, Log);
string conStr ~ consensus (align) ;
treeNode *A = new treeNode(i, align, conStr);
Log « endl « "new node: It;
A->prntNode(Log) ;
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112.4 update scoring table
nnTbl->updateMat(i, j, i, conStr);
112.5 add the new node to the tree
tree->addNode(A) ;
}
II step 3. print the result
prntResult(tree->finalAlign()->alignment, out, Log);
}
Ilread input with PASTA format.
void multiAlign: :getInput(istream & in, ostream & Log)
const int MaxLength = 255;
char Line[MaxLength+l] = " ";
inputSeqs = new vector<seqNode *>;
while (in.getline(Line, MaxLength) && Line[O] != '>');
if (Line [0] ! = '>') II empty or invalid format
return;
bool WasSeqLine = false;
int seqNumber = OJ
string seq = "";
Log « "Input sequences: "« endl;
while ( in.getline(Line, MaxLength) ) {























if (! seq. empty ( )) {
seqNode *Node = new seqNode(seqNumber, seq);
inputSeqs->push_back(Node);
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Log « seqNumber «": " « seq « endl;
seqNumber++;
II print the final alignment to the output file and the log file
void multiAlign::prntResult(vector<seqNode *> *result, ostream & out,
ostream & cout)
{
vector<seqNode *> *orderResult new vector<seqNode *>;
int i, n=result->size();
for ( i = 0; i < n; i ++ ) {
int number = (*result) [i]->Num;
vector<seqNode *>: :iterator iter = orderResult->begin();
fort; iter 1= orderResult->end(); iter++)
if( number < (*iter)->Num) break;
orderResult->insert(iter, (*result) [i);
int length = strlen((*orderResult) [O]->seq->c str(»;
int start = 0, len;
const int oneline = 60;
while (length> 0) {
len = length > oneline ? oneline length;
out « endl « " 11 ;
cout « endl « " " ;
for ( i = 1; i <= (len+l)/10; i++) {
cout « setw(lO) « start + i*lO;
out « setw(lO) « start + i*lO;
out « endl;
cout « endl;
for ( i = 0; i < n; i++) {
string current;
current.assign(* ((*orderResult) [i) ->seq), start, len);
out « setw(4) « i «" "« current « endl;
cout « setw(4) « i <e" "« current « endl;
start += lenj
length -= oneline;
II change string s to all capital, discard invalid letters
void multiAlign: : stripSeq (string & s)
{
bool valid [26] ;
int i;
for (i=O; i<26; i++)
valid[i] = false;









i = 0; i < m; i++)
char c = s[i);
if (islower (c) )
c = toupper(c);
if (isupper(c) && valid[c-'A'])
s [j++) = c;
}
fort; j < m; j++)
s[j] = '\0';
II compute the alignment of two nodes A and B using standard
1/ pairwise alignment







pairAlign *pair = new pairAlign
(mat, alpha, beta, Ac->c_str(), Bc->c_str());
char **result = pair->getAlign();
Log « "pairalign result: II «endl«
result [0] « endl « result[l) « endl « endl;
insertGaps(*Ac, result [0] , A->alignment);




II insert new gaps in after which are not in string before into the
1/ same position of all sequences in vector Beqs
void multiAlign: : insertGaps
(string &before, const char *after, vector<seqNode *> *seqs)
int n = seqs->size();
for (int i = 0; i < strlen (after); i++) {
assert(i <= strlen(before.c str()}};
if (before [i] ! = after [i]) T
assert(after[i] == '-' );
before.insert(i, "_II);
for ( int j = 0; j < n; j++)




II calculate the consensus string of an alignment align
string & multiAlign::consensus(vector<seqNode *> *align)
{
int nUmSeqs = align->size();
int seqLength = strlen( (*align) (O)->seq->c_str();
char *conSeq = new char [seqLength+l) ;
int charSum(26);
int column;
for column 0; column < seqLength; column++) {
int k;
for ( k = 0; k < 26; k++)
charSum(k) = INT MINi
for (k = 0; k < numSeqs; k++) {
char ch = (*align) (k)->seq->at(column);
if (ch == '-') ch = 'X';
charSum(ch-'A') = OJ
for (int rowl = 0; rowl < numSeqs; rowl++)
for (int row2 = rowl+l; row2 < numSeqs; row2++)
char a = (*align) (rowl)->seq->at(column);
if ( a == ,_, ) a = I X' ;
char b = (*align) (row2)->seq->at (column);
if (b== '-') b= 'X';





char conChar = '*';
for (int c = 0; c < 26; c++) {
if (charSum[c) > maxSum)
conChar = c + 'A';
maxSum = charSum(c) i
}
if (maxSum < 0)







new string (conSeq) ;
I I its parent
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const int baseSize = 21; II 20 residues + 'X'




seqNode(int n, string s)
{ seq = new string(s) i }
} i
char *allocString(int size) i
char *reverseString(char *s);
int **allocTable(int, int) i










// allocate and clear memory for a string of given size
char *allocString(int size}
{
char *sptr = (char *}malloc(sizeof(char)*(size+l});








for (int i = 0, j = size - 1; i <= size/2 - 1; i++, j--) {




// allocate a (m+l}*(n+l) tablei row 0 and column 0 will not be used
int **allocTable(int m, int n)
int *Tmp = (int *)malloc(sizeof(int)*(m+l)*(n+l));
assert (Tmp) ;
int **Table = (int **}malloc(sizeof(int*)*(m+l}}i
assert (Table) i
for ( int i = Oi i <= mi i++)
Table [i] Tmp + i * (n+l) ;
return Table;
}
// free the memory allocated for Table
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